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P1 Leadership
Elective

Promotion

By Stacey Zhang, Fundraising Chair

7 P1 Brothers after presenting their final presentation

Eboard
Dinner

By Sirisha Neti, WC

The Beta Nu executive committee continues their
tradition of meeting up before the school year
begins to step forward on the right foot together.
For this occasion, we had a delicious potluck
dinner where every member brought food for us
all to share. Led by our WCC, Gabe Santos, each of
our Worthies talked about our vision in our roles
for the year and goals and ideas on how to
successfully lead the chapter for a prosperous
year. This dinner helped promote feelings of unity
and excitement to take charge and tackle any
challenges that may arise together.

The P1 fall elective, Leadership in
Pharmacy, was taught none other
than our own Phi Delta Chi faculty
alumnus, Dean Joseph Barone. The
purpose of this class was to
understand how to be good leaders
in our school and work environment
in order to foster an effective and
efficient workflow as we become
leaders in the pharmacy profession.
This class taught us the important
components of how to be a good
leader, the different types of
leadership styles, and how to use
these different styles in various work
settings in hopes of implementing
what we learn in our daily and future
lives. Many of the assignments in the
class involved team presentations 

which were observed and graded by current fellows in the pharmaceutical
industry, as well as interactive class lectures. My favorite lecture in class was
about analyzing the secrets and strategies of being an effective leader… by
comparing the leadership styles of Santa Claus and the Mafia Manager. While
it seemed absurd, the class really got a good grasp on what it takes to be a
good leader and the different strategies a person could take in order to be
perceived as a strong leader, both good and bad.

10 Worthies after concluding a successful potluck dinner

Pharmacy Mentorship Picnic
By Sirisha Neti, WC

Annual Pharmacy Mentorship Picnic hosted by our
governing council

Rutgers Pharmacy School's governing council hosts an annual mentorship
picnic for the incoming freshmen. Students from rising PP2-P3 years can
volunteer to be a mentor for these freshmen. This year, the application
process was very competitive as there were over 300 applicants and only
92 mentors chosen. The mentors are chosen based on their dedicated
involvement in extracurriculars and natural leaderlike skills. Of these 92
mentors, 16 were our very own Beta Nu Brothers! On this August day, as
the summer is winding down and everyone is getting back into school
mode, mentors meet with their assigned 3-4 mentees to transition them
into what life at Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy is like. As a mentor
myself, I answered all sorts of questions my mentees had and provided
them wisdom on how to navigate challenging classes they will have to
take and put themselves out there to find extracurriculars that they will
enjoy. Brothers had to put their leadership skills to use by showcasing
active efforts to lead the next generation of pharmacy students. After the
picnic, mentors and mentees continue to stay in touch for the full year as
a way to continually foster the relationship.
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Promotion
Candidate Leadership Involvement By Sirisha Neti, WC

The 11 members of our newest class attending a
Pharmacy Governing Council meeting

One of the most important aspects that our WMA and WIG
try to instill during the new member education process is
building the foundation to make strong future leaders.
Therefore, candidates are required to attend weekly
meetings for both Pharmacy Governing Council and
another pharmacy organization of their choice. Most of
our Brothers hold leadership positions in these
organizations; in fact, virtually every organization has a
Beta Nu Brother on its executive board or in a coordinator
position. These Brothers work to serve as a resource for
the candidates to take initiative and step up for new
projects. In addition to being involved in outside
pharmacy organizations, candidates also have the
opportunity to shadow a Phi Delta Chi committee of their
choice. Through shadowing, candidates learn how these

committees function and observe how chairs tackle any issues that may arise. They even get to
plan and host their own event to demonstrate what they have learned. After shadowing the
Brotherhood committee, our newest class, the Beta Thetas, hosted a Halloween party for all
Brothers to attend. It was a great success as they had dressed up in scary costumes; decorated
the room with webs, streamers, and glow in the dark lights; and had us play Bingo with boards
that had facts about the Brothers with candy and cake as prizes! Having experiences like these
has empowered candidates to think like leaders and aspire towards future endeavors once they
cross into the Brotherhood, both inside and outside of Phi Delta Chi. 

NCPA Leadership
Development Program
By Samantha Li, Flu Vaccine Clinic Chair
and Namita Kalghatgi, Fundraising Chair

The Leadership Development Program (LDP) is a
program designed for PP1-P1 students to foster
leadership skills. The focus of LDP is to host
workshops to provide opportunities for leadership
and professional development. LDP is built for
developing the skills needed for students’ coming
years in pharmacy school as well as post graduate
career paths. Mentees will have the opportunity to
shadow NCPA's various committees and have
firsthand leadership experience through running
their own event. This year, it is being run very our
very own Beta Nu Brother, Namita Kalghatgi!

NJSHP STEP Program
By Jae Lee

The STEP program is a leadership development
program hosted by the Rutgers ASHP chapter in
order to provide networking opportunities, build
leadership skills, and foster an environment of
professional development. A big focus of our
program is in the duality - the social aspect where
mentors and mentees (both usually students) can
gather and comfortably discuss both their private
lives along with advice on their professional ones.
This year, it is headed by Beta Nu Brother Juliana
Yangco and 5 Brothers are STEP mentors! I truly
believe that STEP is a program that enables the idea
of "giving back”- providing an active opportunity for
older students to help foster the new generation of
students and future pharmacy professionals. As a
PDC Brother, the program is a great example of
AAAE, helping not just the Brotherhood but the
pharmacy community as a whole.
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Recognition

Gabriel Santos, WCC

Ever since I crossed into PDC, I always looked up to the older Brothers.
Whether it was their academic prowess, leadership capabilities or
internship expertise, it was these qualities that I aspired to have one
day. As I went through my career in pharmacy school, I made sure to
push myself to be at the same level as the Brothers I looked up to. Not
only did I want to match their career-driven mindset, but I also wanted
to match their level of love and passion for PDC. Their investment as
leaders in the chapter when I was a younger Brother has served as my
inspiration to be a leader for PDC. 

After getting a chance to serve as WIG and WMA, and now currently
serving as the WCC, I am grateful to have gained an ample amount of
experience to understand what it means to be a leader for this
Fraternity. I believe that a good leader should always set a good
example for their team; they should be someone people can look up to
and aspire to be. A good leader is also confident in their own
decisions; they have the capability to think on the spot and
troubleshoot problems quickly. But most importantly, a good leader is
selfless; someone who serves rather than dictates.

Being a leader for Beta Nu has challenged me and pushed me to
improve every day. Serving as WCC, comes with the weighty obligation
of being the first person people turn to when things go wrong. As I look
back upon this past semester, I could not help but think about the
mistakes I have made, but also the tremendous strides our chapter has
made together. I hope at the end of my term, I hope to serve as the
same inspiration to younger Brothers, just as the older Brothers
served as an inspiration for me.

The Distinguished Alumni Award was established to recognize an
alumni Brother who has made an distinct and outstanding
achievement in their profession and has served as a role
model for our Chapter. Nisha has served at the Alumni Chapter
president for the past several years and exemplifies what it
means to be an alumni Brother. From supporting the collegiates’
initiatives or by creating opportunities for the alumni chapter to
congregate, she has always shown AAAE to everyone at Beta Nu
and beyond. We are so thankful to have such an inspiring leader
be so involved with our chapter!
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Eera Vedanti, Fall '22 Brother Nisha Bhide, Alumni
The New Emerging Leader Award was established to recognize a
newly initiated Brother who has displayed continued passion to be
leader. Even as a PP1, Eera has shown dedication to drive events
that she is enthusiastic about and served as a captain for the
Rutgers Annual Dance Marathon. As a candidate, Eera frequently
took initiative amongst her class and her efforts were graciously
recognized by her class. We are so grateful to have such an uplifting
young leader as a Brother and cannot wait to see all of her
wonderful accomplishments throughout her years as a Brother!
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Committee Chair Spotlights
Regina Ng

Arthi Baskaran

The core of any chapter's success is dedicated
Ace Baek

Brothers who display strong initiative in their role.
Committee chair spotlights are awarded to those Brothers 

who go beyond expectations in their role and whose efforts 
have shown through in our chapter's events. Beta Nu thanks

these Brothers for their continual commitment and 
exemplary display of leadership skills.

Recognition
Beta Nu LeadershipBeta Nu Leadership

Worthy
Board

Committee Chairs
Brotherhood - Ace Baek and Karen Le

Fundraising - Namita Kalghatgi and Stacey Zhang   

Flu Vaccine - Regina Ng and Samantha Li       

Internal Support - Yulina Li and Anthony Wong           

Membership - Talib Haider and Elijah Vito               

Philanthropy - An Nguyen and Ivy Shin

    Professional - Bon Jean Koo and Keean Saadi

       Publications - Noah Novera and Sophie Gao

          Scholarship - Annie Zhao and Pricy George

             MWHA - Arthi Baskaran and Lizzy Leoniuk
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Gabe Santos

Phi Delta Chi

Alex Michno

Phi Lambda Sigm

a

Ashley Kang

Class of 2025

Samantha Li

Class of 2026

# of Collegiate Brothers in Beta Nu# of Collegiate Brothers in Beta Nu
(as of December 2022)(as of December 2022)

# of Brothers Initiated into PLS# of Brothers Initiated into PLS

# of PLS members# of PLS members

% of PLS that are BEta Nu Brothers% of PLS that are BEta Nu Brothers

% of PLS Eboard that are% of PLS Eboard that are  
BEta Nu BrothersBEta Nu Brothers

69
9
21
42
25

Outcomes
Phi Lambda Sigma

By Alex Michno, WVC

Rx Council of Presidents
By Sirisha Neti, WC

The Pharmacy Council of Presidents, or RxCOP, is
made up of the leading presidents of every pharmacy
organization at EMSOP. It is meant to recognize those
who have showed exemplary dedication to their
organization and have been deservingly nominated
into their role. During their meetings, presidents will
reflect upon their own organizations and collaborate
with other presidents to come up with innovative
ideas to grow and develop their respective
organizations. Beta Nu Brothers have taken this
opportunity to represent Phi Delta Chi on a larger
level. Through our leadership programs, Beta Nu has
stellar presidents and we are proud to make up 19%
(4/21 of the Rx Council of Presidents). 

Brother Alex Michno (PLS President) and Brother Lexi Bazsa (PLS Director of Communications)
being inducted into PLS
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Phi Lambda Sigma is dedicated to enhancing the leadership capabilities
and promoting the continued professional development of all members.
The Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy at Rutgers University is home to the
Lambda Chapter, which was established in 1982. Each year, second and
third professional-year students are selected for membership on a
competitive application basis. Students inducted in their second
professional year are required to serve on the executive board the
following year and facilitate all chapter operations. For the past three
years, a Beta Nu Brother has served as chapter president! Brothers Tracy
Peng ‘22, Samuel Golbin ‘23, and Alexander Michno ‘24 have extended
their professional capabilities to further the growth of the entire student
body. 
The Rutgers branch of Phi Lambda Sigma has exciting traditions of its
own. Each year, PLS hosts the Faculty Auction which provides any student
the chance to meet with participating faculty outside of a standard
academic setting. The event is administered as a raffle with students
paying a certain amount for the prize they hope to win. Professors and
deans volunteer their time to host and engage with winning students in a
variety of activities, ranging from arts and crafts, meals, and even running
a mile! This event has proven to be a successful fundraiser and an
amazing opportunity to network with faculty in a less intimidating
manner. 
Brothers Lexi Bazsa ‘24 and Alex Michno ‘24 are thrilled to serve on this
years executive board. Brother Lexi holds the title of Director of
Communication in which she produces various media with her co-chair to
promote the organization’s events and initiatives. Her impactful work can
be seen on the chapter’s Instagram account @rutgerspls! Brother Alex
works collaboratively as President with all board members along with the
chapter advisor, Dr. Mary Bridgeman, the ensure effective planning and
execution of all tasks. Some new initiatives to look forward to include the
school-wide professional seminar which will bring pharmacy
organizations together and provide engaging seminars on all aspects of
professionalism such as etiquette, public speaking, interview
preparation, and much more! 
The Lambda Chapter looks forward to continue reviewing Beta Nu
Brothers’ candidacy for membership in Phi Lambda Sigma.



Outcomes

Leaders In PharmacyLeaders In Pharmacy
Organization Position Brother

Leaders Beyond PharmacyLeaders Beyond Pharmacy
Organization Position Brother
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% of Brothers Hold leadership positions in another organization!% of Brothers Hold leadership positions in another organization!65
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2) March 2022 
Congratulations to our 5
newest inducted Phi Lambda
Sigma Brothers! We’re so proud
to call you all part of our Beta
Nu family and cannot wait to
be by your side as you
continue to inspire future
generations of leaders.

3) December 2022
Beta Nu held our annual Leadership Banquet
in which we awarded Brothers who shone as
exceptional leaders. Some of the awards
given out that night include New Emerging
Leader, Most Improved Leader, and (inspired
by  GC and LDS initiatives) Leaders Within
and Leaders Behind!

1) July 2022
Every summer before the school year begins, the incoming executive board and committee chairs meet for a leadership retreat. Our goal
is to plan out objectives for the year and emphasize tips on how to be strong leaders for the fraternity. We leave this retreat feeling more
connected, more engaged, and ready to step into the year with an exhilarated mindset and strong foundation for the fraternity.
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Here is our very own Beta Nu Brother, Samantha Li, who won the
award only a few months after she crossed into Phi Delta Chi!
Read what she, and Beta Nu Brother & previous PLS President
Samuel Golbin, have to say. Congratulations Samantha!

Every month, Rutgers PLS
awards one EMSOP student
with the RxCognize Me
Award. This award is given
to a student who has shown
exceptional leadership
skills during the month. 

Brothers Samantha Li,
Stacey Zhang, and Elijah
Vito make up 75% of the
Class of 2026's Student

Council. Beta Nu is
proud of our ambitious
leaders and thrilled to

see such rockstars
representing their year!
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